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GIS (gas-insulated switchgear) is important equipment in the substation system in a complex microgrid network. Due to the long-
term service in harsh operation environments, the electrical performance of GIS equipment will be seriously affected. *erefore,
the regular maintenance of GIS equipment in the substation system is a routine task so as to ensure the normal operation of the
microgrid networks. *e traditional method relies on manual labor, where not only with the low operation efficiency but also
regarding some maintenance, labors cannot reach the inside of the GIS equipment, which seriously restricted the completion of
GIS equipment maintenance operation. Based on the above analysis, a basic configuration of a GIS equipment maintenance robot
with smart structure, convenient control, and stable motion characteristic has been proposed in this paper. *rough the op-
timization design of the chassis adsorption system, the GIS inspection robot can achieve hanging and vertical adsorption inside
the GIS equipment and some special motion status. In this way, the entire GIS equipment can be inspected without blind spots.
*rough establishing the mechanical model of the GIS inspection robot under the hanging and vertical motion state, the ro-
bustness and stability of the GIS inspection robot in the special status have been analyzed, and the corresponding GIS inspection
robot robust stability motion control method has also been proposed. Finally, through the integrated design of mechanical system
and hardware and software control system, the GIS inspection robot physical prototype system has been developed and the
maintenance operation experiment has been carried out in Hunan Electric Power Company Maintenance Company through
simulating the internal GIS equipment. *e physical prototype can realize the basic movement and special movement in internal
GIS equipment without any blind spots and complete the inspection task of GIS equipment operation; the movement of GIS robot
is dexterous and stable in the whole operation process, which has strong robust stability. *e research of GIS inspection robot in
the complexmicrogrid networks has important theoretical significance and practical application value for the intelligent operation
and maintenance management of substation system in complex microgrid networks.

1. Introduction

*ere are a large number of GIS (gas-insulated switchgear)
types of equipment [1–4] built in the power system sub-
station networks, GIS is a metal-enclosed equipment, and
once there is an internal fault, the gas chamber needs to be
opened for searching and processing, which not only is very
inconvenient but also leads to poor safety and economy. In
most cases, GIS equipment maintenance cannot directly
dismantle the faulty spot. It needs to be dismantled layer by

layer, which needs the recovery time, and a small problem
may cost so much and take half a month. From the current
internal defects, more than 80% of the internal defects are
mainly small problems, such as fixing fitting loose, poor
cleanliness, and some other small problems. In order to
ensure the safety and reliable and stable operation of the
substation network, using GIS inspection robots to assist or
even replace manual maintenance of GIS equipment can not
only improve working efficiency but also liberate the labors
from the dangerous power maintenance environment. In
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order to achieve GIS equipment maintenance without blind
spots, the GIS inspection robots should be able to climb
along the inside of GIS equipment pipelines. *erefore, the
robot climbing ability is the key to GIS equipment main-
tenance operations. In recent decades, wall-climbing robots
[5–8] have been widely used in different fields; it is a special
type mobile robot, because its main feature is that it can
overcome its own gravity on the surface of the three-di-
mensional environment and then move to complete the GIS
inspection operation. *erefore, the wall-climbing robot not
only needs to have the same motion mechanism as the
traditional mobile robot but also needs a special adsorption
mechanism for the robot to absorb the three-dimensional
wall surface. Due to the particularity of the wall-climbing
robot motion and the influence of the surface environment,
the robot motion control becomes very complicated.
*erefore, the research on wall-climbing robots will be more
challenging than mobile robots; at the same time, the GIS
inspection robots with wall-climbing functions are used to
replace humans to complete these high-altitude, high-risk
inspection tasks, which can improve working efficiency and
protect personnel safety; thus, the research has important
theoretical significance and practical application value for
the GIS equipment wall-climbing robot in the complex
microgrid networks.

GIS inspection robot mainly relies on its climbing ability
on the GIS equipment surface; in foreign countries, the
research on wall-climbing robots can be divided into three
categories [9–11]. *e first category is the negative pressure-
based wall-climbing robot developed byMiyazaki University
in Japan in 1966; the robot is very huge and heavy; after 1990,
the wall-climbing robot based on the negative pressure
adsorption mechanism was developed rapidly. Although the
adsorption method can be adapted to the wall surface of
many different materials, it has higher requirements on the
wall surface, and the wall surface condition affects the robot
motion stability, which limits the development of negative
pressure adsorption wall-climbing robots. *e second cat-
egory is the foot-type bionic wall-climbing mode, such as
Rise series robot based on bionic adsorption, which was
developed by Boston Dynamics, Rise V2 is a hexapod bionic
wall-climbing robot, the soles of Rise’s feet have hairy claws
which are similar to those of wall-climbing animals, and it
relies on multijoint motion to crawl. Rise has a bionic spine
and tail, which can improve the motion balance of the robot
on different walls by changing the state of the spine and tail.
Rise V3 is a four-leg bionic wall-climbing robot based on Rise
V2, its size is 250mm in length, its weight is 2 kg, and the
speed is 0.3m/s. It is mainly used in search and rescue
operations and can be used for reconnaissance and sur-
veillance. *e biggest feature of the Rise series [12] robot is
that its sole has a special microhair structure adsorption
mechanism; through virtue of this mechanism, Rise can
realize vertical movement without external force, which
greatly reduces the overall power consumption of the robot,
and as the structure is very complicated, it crawls very
slowly. *e third category isMagnebike wall-climbing robot
developed by the Federal Institute of Technology Zurich,
Switzerland, with a total weight of 3.3 kg and a volume of

170×130× 220mm3, with a maximum walking speed of
2.7m/min and a magnetic adsorption force of 250N, which
is mainly used in pipe inspection and other scenarios; the
research has important reference value for GIS equipment
maintenance operations. Domestically, the first research on
wall-climbing robots in China was in Harbin University of
Technology, which successfully developed a wall-climbing
robot [13, 14] called CLR-I in 1994, CLR-I’s adsorption
method is negative pressure adsorption, with all-directional
mobility, and it is able to walk flexibly on the wall surface,
but CLR-I uses wired and console connectionmode, which is
extremely inconvenient to control and operate. Four years
later, Harbin University of Technology successfully devel-
oped the CLR-II wall-climbing robot on the basis of CLR-I,
which aims at the inconvenience of CLR-I cable operation,
removing wired control, increasing wireless communication
technology, and improving the control convenience. *e
University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences has also
made important contributions to wall-climbing robots and
its magnetic adsorption track-type wall-climbing robots
[15, 16] have optimized the size and structure of the mag-
netic array, so that the adsorption force reached by the robot
is as high as 503N, which can be well adsorbed to the surface
of the conductive magnet and provide a reliable guarantee
for the robot motion on the wall surface. However, the track-
type structure causes it to move less flexibly and it cannot
adapt to the surface appropriately.

*rough the above analysis, it can be concluded that the
key for the research of GIS inspection robot is its climbing
ability in GIS equipment and the key of its climbing ability is
mainly dependent on magnetic adsorption mechanism
[17, 18] which is to use magnetic force generated between the
magnetic source and the conductor magnet, and so as ad-
sorption on the object surface, magnetic sources can be di-
vided into permanent magnet and electromagnetic. Magnetic
adsorption form can produce great adsorption force; there-
fore, magnetic adsorption wall-climbing robot can ignore the
impact of surface roughness, which enhances the operational
stability [19, 20] of the robot system; the main contribution of
this paper is to propose a robot climbing mechanism with
adsorption function and its stable climbing inspection and
application in power GIS equipment.*erefore, in view of the
current power GIS maintenance task in the complex
microgrid networks, this paper puts forward a kind of GIS
equipment maintenance operation by using the wall-climbing
robot with adsorption ability, so as to optimize the design of
the streamlined mechanical configuration; then the corre-
sponding control system and physical prototype models have
been developed through the simulation and analysis of the
GIS inspection robot motion robust stability in the process of
operation and walking; this research puts forward the cor-
responding robust control method. Finally, in GIS equipment,
the physical prototype has been used to carry out GIS
equipment maintenance operation experiments and robot
mechanism streamlined and flexible motion, which can
achieve GIS equipment maintenance without blind spots; in
the operation process, robot moves stably in the complex
microgrid networks environment and can resist electro-
magnetic interference and other external environment
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impacts on the GIS inspection robot; the robot showed a
strong robustness. *e research of this paper is a new ap-
plication and exploration for the maintenance of power in-
telligent microgrid networks; its research and implementation
are of great theoretical significance and practical application
value to improve the energy efficiency of complex microgrid
networks system, promoting the automation and intelligence
of power system.

2. GIS Inspection Robot Mechanical System
Design and Optimization

2.1. 2e Overall Design of the GIS Inspection Robot System.
When GIS inspection robot replaces manual GIS equipment
inspection operation, there are three requirements, which
are the stable wall adsorption ability, flexible mobility on
three-dimensional walls, and adaptive ability to different
wall surfaces. In order to meet the three above requirements,
this paper designs a wheel mobile robot that can achieve all-
directional climbing inside GIS equipment as shown in
Figure 1, where Figure 1(a) is the robot physical prototype
operation environment, Figure 1(b) is robot three-dimen-
sional structure, and Figures 1(c)–1(f ) are the motion
planning of robot inspection operations. *e robot is highly
modular in design and it consists mainly of all-directional
mobile chassis module, magnetic adsorption module, sen-
sors, and electrical control system with mass of 2 kg. *e
robot can be used as a mobile platform, equipped with small
detection equipment and manipulator to complete dust
removal maintenance function.

*e GIS climbing robot designed in this paper needs to
move on the wall and carry manipulator equipment to
complete the inspection and maintenance work; considering
that the tracking scheme is slow and not flexible enough, the
control is difficult, and the adsorption method is relatively
single, so all-directional wheat wheel can be selected in the
mobile scheme, which has both speed and flexibility, and
also the control difficulty is relatively low. Climbing robot in
the three-dimensional environment needs to have adsorp-
tion capacity, and the robot working environment is mostly
ferromagnetic material wall surface, so the use of permanent
magnet adsorption scheme has been adopted in order to
reduce the volume and mass of the magnets, and the use of
Halbach magnetic adsorption array as adsorption scheme
can enhance adsorption side magnetism.

2.2. GIS Inspection Robot Mobile Chassis Design and
Optimization. *e current mobile robot moves in three main
ways, which are foot mode, track mode, and wheel mode; wall-
climbing robots serve as a branch of mobile robots, and these
three methods are also suitable for wall-climbing robots. *e
wall-climbing robot with track-type mobile scheme is the most
commonly used, its advantages are stability, high adaptability
to the wall, and strong ability to cross the barrier; GIS wall-
climbing robot with wheel scheme is also widely used, and the
advantages of wheel robot are simple structure, high efficiency,
fast speed, and easy control; the disadvantage is that the wall
adaptability is lower than those of track-type mode robot and

foot mode robot. Foot mode climbing robot usually uses bionic
adsorption scheme; the advantage is that the wall-climbing
adaptability is very sound, whether it is flat, surface, irregular
surface, all can adapted, the ability to cross the barrier is the
strongest. *e disadvantage is that it is slow and difficult to
control, as the robot requires flexible all-directional mobility;
from the above discussion, the GIS robotmobile scheme selects
a wheel mobile scheme. *erefore, the robot chassis uses a
3mm thick carbon fiber plate as a support plate and four
McNamee wheels to form an O-shaped all-way chassis, which
is shown in Figure 2.

2.3. GIS Inspection Robot Magnetic Adsorption Array Design
and Optimization. *ree-dimensional wall-climbing ability
of GIS robot is on the premise of stable adsorption on the
wall surface; the current mainstream adsorption methods
include bionic adsorption, negative pressure adsorption, and
magnetic adsorption; most industrial productions of pipe-
lines, tanks, and other equipment with curved wall surfaces
are made of ferromagnetic materials; this paper adapts
magnetic adsorption as a robot adsorption scheme. In order
to achieve miniaturization and light weight, magnetic ad-
sorption arrays must be optimized so as to produce large
adsorption forces at very small volume and mass. Halbach
magnetic arrays are a special form of magnet scheduling
which enhances the single magnetic field. *e principle is
shown in Figure 3, where the longitudinal magnetized
magnetic field is shown in Figure 3(a) and the transverse
magnetized magnetic field is shown in Figure 3(b), which
can theoretically completely cancel out the magnetic field on
one side and enhance the magnetic field on the other side;
ideally, a complete one-way magnetic field can be obtained.

In the practical applications, the continuous change of
magnetic field direction cannot be achieved, usually the
magnetic induction direction changes for discrete pro-
cessing, discrete magnetic blocks at a certain angle of change
stitched together to approximate the magnetic induction
strength ideal sine changes, the magnetic adsorption array
arrangement rules designed in this paper are shown in
Figure 4, the super magnetic force of rare Earth NdFeB
magnet has been used, with size of 20×10×10mm, and the
design interval is 1mm.

Based on the above analysis results, the determined
structure of the magnetic array module and its distribution
on the platform of GIS inspection robot system is shown in
Figure 5; the magnetic array has been constructed according
to the pattern of the Halbach array; the whole machine is
installed with two adsorption arrays, which distributed on
both sides of the chassis and support the carbon plate; in the
magnetic body, the wall gap is 5mm, which can provide
nearly 200N adsorption force.

3. GIS Inspection Robot Control System Design
and Optimization

*e design of GIS inspection robot control system is the core
of the stable operation for the robot whole system, and its
hardware configuration level is directly related to the system
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Figure 1: GIS equipment inspection robot with adsorption climbing function. (a) GIS operation environment, (b) robot three-dimensional
structure, (c) robot inspection status-1 (initial state), (d) robot inspection status-2 (uphill slope), (e) robot inspection status-3 (apical adsorption),
and (f) robot inspection status-4 (downhill slope).
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Figure 2: GIS equipment inspection robot chassis structure diagram.
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robustness and intelligence, and the design strategy of the
control system also determines the functional characteris-
tics, using scope and scalability of the system. According to
the functional requirements and design purposes of the GIS
inspection robot, the overall block diagram of the robot
control system is shown in Figure 6. MPU is the main core of
the robot; communication between the different motors and
the CAN bus repeater can be achieved by connecting a CAN
bus through which the CAN repeater can drive the four
motors. CAN repeaters, environment-aware modules, and
IMU modules communicate through a CAN bus and MPU
so as to complete the overall control of the robot by the
MPU.

*e motor drive control algorithm used by the GIS (gas-
insulated switchgear) inspection robot is a three-ring nested
PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) algorithm, and the
corner data read by the angle encoder that the robot drives
themotor can be used as input to the position ring.*e input
value and the robot chassis motion of the MPU wheel corner
data in the position ring PID operation, after the position
ring have been solved, the output value can be obtained, the
corner data collected by the angle encoder that drives the
motor can be used as the input value of the speed ring

together with the value after the time difference, and an
output value can be obtained after the speed ring with PID
operation. *is output value is then used as an input to the
current ring together with the current status generated by
the motor driver, and then the PID operation of the current
ring can be performed; the final output value is used as the
input value of the motor driver. *rough the three-ring
nested PID algorithm, the purpose of the robot motor ac-
curate motion control can be finally achieved, the main
control objects are three typical motion states of GIS in-
spection robot, and the structure of the control system is
shown in Figure 7.

GIS inspection robot uses STM32F405RGT6 chip as a
robot MPU module and completes the speed ring and po-
sition ring control on the basis of brushless motor regulator;
the robot control board operation frequency can reach up to
85MHz; its computing power can fully meet the real-time
control needs of the robot according to the robot motion and
active adaptation functions, as well as the need for volume
and quality control, combined with the position of the robot.
*e Dji M2006 brushless motor as the driving motor of the
chassis and active adaptation body has been selected, which is
used in combination with the C610 brushless motor

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: A schematic principle of the Halbach magnetic adsorption array. (a) mx � sin kx; (b) my � cos kx; (c) m � mx + my.

Figure 4: Halbach magnet arrangement rule diagram.
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Figure 5: Magnetic array module. (a) Magnet installation structure illustration; (b) distribution of magnetic array on the chassis.
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regulator, and the whole motion control process can be
divided into three parts. First of all, the environment-aware
module, the IMUmodule, and the CAN repeater module can
get the actual attitude information of the robot and take the
information of the robot planning path stored in the MPU as
the input value of the robot path planning. *e MPU then
obtains the coordinate values required by the robot so as to
reach the destination according to the input value and the
preset program and then obtains the corner information of
the wheel under each coordinate value according to the
motion inverse solution. Finally, the MPU transmits this
information to the CAN repeater which completes the drive
of themotor according to this information and finally realizes
the motion control of the GIS robot. In addition, motion

control needs to consider the influence of error as external
information to participate in the closed-loop control of robot
motion.

4. GIS Inspection Robot Motion Modeling and
Robust Stability Control

4.1. Chassis SurfaceMotionRealization and StabilityAnalysis.
Robot kinematics is an important theory that analyzes the
relationship between the motion posture and joint variables
of the robot manipulator in the space coordinate system. It is
the theoretical basis of the GIS robot inspection control of
the operation manipulator; equation (1) is homogeneous
transformation matrix; the space posture of the manipulator

Walking
motor-1

Walking
motor-2

End
effector motor-1

End
effector motor-2

CAN bus CAN bus

CAN
repeater

IMU

GIS robot
MPU

Environmental
awareness

Motion mechanism

.

.

.

.

.

.

GIS external environment

GIS robot control core

Battery Power control
modular

Different voltage
modules

GIS power supply

Figure 6: GIS inspection robot controller structure diagram.

Controller Motion
actuator

Expected
posture

–

Motion state measuring device

Disturbance
signal

Vertical motion

Horizontal
adsorption motion

GIS robot typical
motion state

Figure 7: GIS inspection robot control system structure diagram.
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can be obtained through the stacking calculation of the
homogeneous transformation matrix as shown in equation
(2); the posture of the manipulator in the base coordinate
system is given as equation (3); equations (2) and (3) can be
used to establish an equation relationship to solve the ki-
nematics forward and inverse solutions of the robot ma-
nipulator and end effector.
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Chassis walking is the basis for the robot to complete GIS
equipment inspection functions, the right chassis motion
system designed in this paper needs to achieve way motion on
the surface; Figure 8 is the calculation diagram of the chassis
in the plane movement, and its motion inverse solution in
plane motion is given in the following equation:
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(4)

In equation (4), v1, v2, v3, v4 is the speed of three wheels, ω
is the rotation angle speed, and vx, vy is the speed in the body
coordinate system, that is, the relative speed, because the
chassis speed performance is independent of the attitude in
the world coordinate system, so here is a simplified operation:
take the body coordinate system and the world coordinate
system X, Y direction rematch; m, n is the x and y distance
from the center of rotation to the axis of the wheel which is
half the length and width of the chassis; θ� 45° is the angle
between the axle and the x-axis. When moving on a surface,
considering that the robot only needs to maintain a definite
attitude when moving on the surface, the forward- and cross-
shifting in the pipe can be achieved by the characteristics of
the wheel chassis, so the angle velocityω is constantly 0, which
brings convenience to the solution of surface motion. Since
the deformation of the chassis does not affect the change of
the attitude angle α and it is expressed in equation (1) and only
changes the wheel base, the motion model of the GIS in-
spection robot when climbing on the surface is consistent
with the plane motion model.

4.2. Analysis and Simulation of the Characteristics of Robot
Climbing. GIS inspection robot in the three-dimensional wall
climbing will affect the stability and flexibility of motion due
to changes in the direction of gravity; in this section, through
the up and down analysis on vertical wall and cantilever
surface in three situations, their own acceleration curve is
obtained and the GIS inspection robot start-up momentary
acceleration changes and motion stability are analyzed. GIS
inspection robot climbing schematic is shown in Figure 9.

In the analysis of the robot motion process, three typical
motion processes have been analyzed, which are moving up
the wall, moving down the wall, and moving cantilever on the
wall. In order to facilitate the analysis, the physical amount
involved in the motion process can be simplified, the GIS
robot adsorption force in the condition of the three attitudes
can be provided by the Halbach magnetic array, and the
adsorption force is uniform and the motor drive force is
continuous. Based on the above hypothesis, it can be obtained
that when the GIS inspection robotmoves up the vertical wall,
its motion equation is equation (5), when the robot moves
down the vertical wall, its motion equation is equation (6),
when the robot moves along the horizontal suspension wall,
its motion equation is equation (7), and the GIS robot friction
force when moving on the wall is equation (8):

M · €y � Fdrive 1 − c · Ff − G, (5)

M · €y � Fdrive 2 − c · _y − Ff + G, (6)

M · €x � Fdrive 3 − c · _x − Ff, (7)

Ff � μ Ni. (8)

In the above equations,M represents the total mass of the
robot (kg), Fdrive1 represents the total driving force of the
wheel motor when the robot moves upward, x represents the

v2
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vτ
vy2′

ω × r

m

r

o
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a
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x

v4v3

vx2′

n

Figure 8: Map of the wheel chassis plane.
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acceleration of the robot, x indicates the speed of the robot, G
represents the gravity of the robot system, Ff represents the
total sliding friction of the robot, C represents the damping
coefficient obtained by a combination of various factors when
the robot moves, unit is N/ms, μ represents the coefficient of
friction between the McNem wheel and the wall, Fdrive2
represents the total motor-to-wheel drive when the robot
moves down, and Fdrive3 represents the total motor-to-wheel
drive when the robot moves downwards, which represents the
acceleration of the robot when moving horizontally and the
speed of the robot when moving horizontally.

5. Simulation and Field Operation Experiment

5.1. Simulation Experiments and Analysis. In this paper,
ANSYS Maxwell electromagnetic simulation software has
been used to simulate the magnet adsorption unit; the
magnetic force size of the magnet and the adsorption wall
surface can be obtained under different gaps. *e simulation
parameters are selected as follows: steel-1010 sheet with a
5mm thickness is placed on each side of the double magnetic
adsorption arrays, and the magnetic magnetization direction
is specified in accordance with the above rules and the
distance between the magnetic adsorption module and the
wall surface is used as a sweep parameter, with a range of
3mm to 8mm. Finally, the adsorption force of the magnetic
adsorption module on the wall surface can be concluded,
and the simulation data in Figure 10 can be obtained in
Table 1; it can be seen that the magnetic force generated by
the ordinary array on both sides of its adsorption unit is
exactly the same in the simulation environment; the Halbach
array almost eliminates the magnetic field on one side and
the magnetic force generated on the other side has greatly
increased, about twice that of the ordinary array.

*rough the above analysis, we can get the mathematical
relationship model between the adsorption force, friction
force, robot total mass, and motor total driving moment of
Halbach magnetic array in three cases. *e robot motion

instantaneous acceleration and stability analysis can be
carried out by solving the above system and can be simulated
using MATLAB/Simulink software; the structure of the
Simulink block is shown in Figure 11.

*rough running the Simulink simulation, we can obtain
the acceleration curve of the robot in three cases, as shown in
Figure 12, where the robot starts with a momentary impact,
and when the robot moves up the vertical wall, the in-
stantaneous acceleration can reach 7m/s2, at which point the
robot is subjected to the greatest instantaneous impact, and,
again, the momentary acceleration of the downward
movement can reach 6m/s2, and the instantaneous accel-
eration along the horizontal cantilever surface is 4m/s2.
With the increase of start-up time, the robot is subject to
self-vibration caused by the discontinuous design of the
outer roller of the Mecanum wheel; the robot motion ac-
celeration has rapidly reduced and eventually became zero,
at which point the robot will begin to move at a constant
speed; that is, the robot will soon reach a stable state, which
indicates that the GIS climbing robot system designed in this
paper has a certain degree of motion stability.

5.2. GIS Robot Climbing Performance Experiments and
Analysis. In this section, the adsorption experiments have
been conducted in different environments for the GIS robot
prototype, which have been tested in different thicknesses
and different wall environments; the gap between the wall
surface and the magnetic array was 2mm during the ex-
periment. Figure 13 is the field operation experiment, with
the four typical motion states, respectively, in Figures 13(a)–
13(d); in GIS equipment steel pipe suspension surface and
vertical wall surface walking experiments, the experimental
plane is relatively flat and barrier-free; the robot runs
smoothly; overall, GIS inspection robot on different wall
surface adaptability and adsorption force meets the climbing
requirements of GIS equipment maintenance process; in this
simulated working environment, its wall thickness is much
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Figure 9: Analysis schematic of climbing characteristics. (a) Vertical schematic; (b) cantilever schematic.
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larger than the tin cabinet wall; therefore, the GIS inspection
robot can also meet the actual GIS equipment inspection and
maintenance needs.

5.3. GIS Robot Field Operation Experiments and Analysis.
Selection of the typical GIS equipment was under the ju-
risdiction of the live working operation center, State Grid
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Figure 10: *e force contrast of two magnetic arrays on wall surfaces. (a) Force diagram of Halbach array sheets; (b) force diagram of
ordinary array sheets.

Table 1: Force data of Halbach array and ordinary array sheets.

Force
Halbach array sheets

Ordinary array sheets (N)
Top plane (N) Lower plane (N)

Max 192 22 86
Min 38 2 12
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Figure 11: GIS robot control system based on MATLAB/Simulink simulation.
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Hunan Electric Power Co., Ltd.; the inspection operation
field experiment has been carried out; Figure 14 shows the
movement and inspection status of the GIS inspection robot
inside the GIS equipment. It can be seen from the experi-
mental results that the robot can move freely inside the GIS

equipment and can realize maintenance operations at any
position. *rough the operation experiment, the main
performance indexes of GIS inspection robot can be ob-
tained and are shown in Table 2; regarding the structure, the
robot is small in size and light in weight, which is suitable for

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13: GIS inspection robot climbing performance experiment in simulated environment. (a) Horizontal (initial state), (b) right vertical
wall, (c) left vertical wall, and (d) return to initial state.
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Figure 12: MATLAB/Simulink simulation results.
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maintenance in GIS equipment; regarding the other aspects,
compared with manual operation, GIS robot inspection
efficiency is high, obstacle fault location is more accurate,
and remote wireless communication control can be
achieved; therefore, the GIS inspection robot developed in
this paper has strong engineering practicability in the power
system.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

6.1. Conclusions

(1) A basic configuration of GIS inspection robot based
on adsorption capability has been proposed, which
can climb along the GIS equipment suspension
surface and vertical surface, as well as a method for
motion planning of maintenance and inspection
operations without blind spots within GIS
equipment

(2) *e typical state force model of GIS inspection robot
has been established in the process of internal in-
spection of GIS equipment, the force model of
vertical and overhang surface has been established,
the characteristics of its magic have been analyzed,
and the robust stability control method of GIS in-
spection robot has been proposed

(3) An embedded integrated control system architecture
and physical implementation method of GIS in-
spection robot have been proposed, a physical
prototype system of GIS inspection robot has been
developed, and the feasibility and effectiveness of
GIS inspection robot operation have been verified by
simulation and field experiments in complex
microgrid networks

6.2. Future Work. GIS inspection robot replaces manual
operation to complete the task in the narrow working space

Table 2: *e main performance indexes of GIS inspection robot.

Main performance indexes Performance indexes values Operation process status (whether meeting
the operation requirements)

Robot operational efficiency (inspection speed) 3m/2min OK
Main operation objects positioning accuracy 1mm OK
Man-machine interaction communication distance 50m OK
Overall size of GIS robot 221× 188×154mm OK
Total mass of GIS robot 3.3 kg OK

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14: GIS inspection robot field operation experiment. (a) GIS robot field operation state 1, (b) GIS robot field operation state 2, (c) GIS
robot field operation state 3, and (d) GIS robot field operation state 4.
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of GIS equipment; the main research directions in the future
include two parts: one is how to locate the obstacles and
work objects independently in the narrow working space of
GIS equipment, and the other is how to locate the obstacles
and work objects without collision in the narrow working
space of GIS equipment; therefore, in the complex operation
environment, especially in the disturbance motivation, how
to stabilize the robot’s operation, that is, the robustness of
the robot’s operation, will be the focus of the follow-up
research.
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